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SThe Zenith-angle distribution of stopping muons at sea level, and

the response of a stopping muon cosmic-ray detector were investigated in
this research report.

In order to determine the angular response of a wide-angle stoppingmuon tlescope smaller detectcrs were placed in coincidence with it ,X A -

vidi& (:orrelltion of count rate with zenith-angle of particle arrival.
U-ing numerical integration techniques, computer solution-wereemployed to
predict the zenith-angle-selentive count rates for various descriptions of
the incident flux. - A least-squares analysis yielded a cosine power
n - 4.7 t O.5 in the flux expression I(@, I) o0 osn .

' mploying this flux expression in prediftive computer programs
provided an accurate model of the wide angle telescope response from which
the telescope half-angle was determined, 4r Considerations of overburden
effects and data corrections are discussed.
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i I. INTIR rTION

A. Nature of thie (osmic adiation eir.- Investigated

I Ever since the discovery of cosmic radiation at the beginninq ot

this century, men have attempted to anr several cuestions concernirj

it. The significant problem in cosiuac-ray astronomy require th: dis-

ciplines of astronomy, astrophysics, particle physics, and even meteor-

ology, in order to answer them. Such questions as these are asked:

I Where do cosnic rays originate?

What mechanism produce and accelerate them?

What happens to comic rays in their transit of deep space?

How do they interact with the earth's atmosphere?
I Of what particles are they composed?

How may cosnic rays be detected and counted accurately?

If these questions are examined in reverse order, it beoomes

apparent that a good deal of extrapolation is required to uti lize data

collected at the earth's surface if events in deep space are to be

analyzed. This extrapolation is cmplicated by the interactions of

cosnic rays with the earth's atmosphere, and with the geomagnetic and

I heliomagnetic fields.

A diagrammatic description of cosmic radiation is shown in Figure 1.

Measurements taken directly in the primary region indicate that the

Iprimaries are basically isotropic above the horizon ('), and are om-

posed mainly of highly energetic nucle', especially protons. A more

*complete desciiption of the primary atomic abundances is contained in

1 able I(). In addition to these fast nuclei, the primary radiation

I contains sone neutrinos and energetic gamma rays.

I
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Of the secondary ic rays survivinq at t* earth's surface,

bt" far the mwst plentiful constituents are tiotons, electrons, and

IuOnr. 11w tfrntons and electrons cmprise the 'soft* c onent,

which is separable from the "hard* czIqwent by shielding with approxi-

mately six itches of lead. Ithe hard e m ,ment is al, ust exclusively

I muoms, with protons and pions comprising only one-half percent of tlw,

hard radiation ( 1, 4) .

1 i e ra. and prperties of the nuor are rather wel l-known. It

is an unstable particle with a half-life of about 1.6 microsecomis, aivi

has a mass of about 105.6 W4V. It is born in the. decay of two unstable

Ifragments of a nuclear explosion in the upper atlnisphere, caused by the

impact of a primary particle upon a nucleus of the atmwsphere. These

Itwo fragments, the charged pion and the kaon, decay as follows ( " ) :

7?-f!~ + V

jwith a half-life of 26 nanoseconds, and

I K± ., + V

I with a half-life of about 12 nanoseconds. K± and rt- represent charqnt

kaons and pions, respectively, the parent particles of virtually all

11oonns in cosmic radiation(6,7,P . 171) . The pion decay schner is

virtually one hundred percent prciable, and the kaon scheme, aboit

sixty percent(s).

j The majority of muon production takes place in the region of the

atnvsphere ten to fifteen kilcmeters above the earth's surface(",P " 1 76 ).

. . .I
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Th. extiayely short-.vevi pions and kaons decay in flight, bt

touaxns have soaw probability of reachin3 the ,arth's surface, aidvd

qrewt Ilv by the reldtivistic time dilati.n for fast particles. Itw.

I survival prrbabil ity of -he muon is devx-ndent not only on this decay

probai1ty, but also on the amount of energy it has, which is

,|ecreaseti by lord7ation loss in its transit through the attrrsph*-re.

SN-.ild the muon be brought to rest before it decays, it will

remain virtually ixwninteractinq until its decay. Wfether this event

oc.c.ars ir air, rock, or inside a detector, the decay follcws the

I reaction
4 e4

: + V

with a half-life of about 1.6 microseconds. As shall be seen later,

j this decay cdn be useful in identifying a particle as a nuon. Figure

2 dlaqrams the flight of tua muons, one of which has so Much energy

that it penetrates deep into the earth's crust, and the other havinq

I just erA gh energy to penetrate ad stop within a "detector" at the

earth's surface.

The stopping muon is the particle with which this exp eriment is

uniquely concerned.

B. Detection of Cosmic Rays in General, and of Stopping Muons

The first detections of cosmic rays were made with electrosopes,

U. which were found to lose charge anomalously to the atmosphere( 'p'2)

I The identification of the cause of charge loss as ionizing radiation

was first acccmplished with cloud chambers; later, photographic

41I
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eTmulsions, spark chambers, and bubble chambt~ers were used to make

visible thtci fliqhts and their interactions with matter. Onxce thoy

were posit ivelv identified as charqdxi par ticles of various kinds, th,

detect ion problem became on of detecting thm efficiently, cheaply,

11111, il larqv humors without excessive random errt-r. The first

detector used for this purpose was the well-knrwn Geiqer counter.

Another detection methcxi, the only one employed in this experiment,

Semploys scintillating materials. The same ionization which triggers a

Geiger tube causes a scintillator to emit a small flash of light, the

I amplitude of the light pulse beirn proportional to the ammit. of energy

lost byj the particle through ionization. This light pulse is detected

by a photamultip]ier tube, whose output is an electrical pulse caused

jby thwe photoelectric effect with subsequent amplification. Scintil-

lating materials are of many types, but the s:intillator used

exclusively in this experiment is a transparent plastic, much like

plexiglas, which has been doped with a chemical scintillator.

ii Electronic coincidence circuitry provides the means whereby

different ccbinations of detectors may be used in cosmic ray detection

and selectivity. The principle of coincidence IoLic is illust'ated in

jFiqure 3, a diagram of a hypothetical cognic-ray telescope. Pl, P2 ,

P3 and P4 could be trays of Geiger tubes, or they could be sheets of

Iscintillating plastic with attached photcmultiplier tubes. A coin-

cider-e between any two of them could indicate that a cosmic ray iad

transited thm, or it could have been a randomly-qenerated coincidence,

called an acidental. 7W separate cosnic rays arrivim simultaneously,

or noise pulses appearinq as cosmic rays, can cause accidentals; the| ,
I
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TWo)z, coinvidewes that are required for the ovent signature, tw-

S ever, the less likely such accidentals should be, sliue the uR*r

boudi on accidental ouxmts is given

i Racc = Trn-IRIR2 ... Rn

%,l.ere Tr is the resolving time of the coincidence circuitry (ty ical ly

a fraction of a microsecond), and the R1's are the count rates for

I each detector by itself. The event P1 P2 P)3 P4 has very little

probability of beinq an accidental, and would be interpreted as a

I thrciaqh co ic ray.

Anticoincidence measurements can be equally valuable. The event

Ip p2 P3 P4, where the bar indicates the absence of a coinciding puly,
signifies a comic ray which has transited the top three plates, but

which stopped before reaching the lowest plate. S could be a spark

chamber, a cloud chamber, a mass of scintillating plastic tor analyzing

nuon decay, or simply a mass of lead. L, a slab of lead, is often

I used to eliminate the soft component of radiation from a telescopxe of

I this sort.

To properties of muons are useful in detecting them uni'iely in

the cosmic ray flux. First, all muons interact only weakly with nuclei,

and thus can transmit large thicknesses of shielding without being

I stopped. As a matter of fact, mux.h cxosmic-ray research is carried out

deep underground, in order to insure the purity of t-he non o xxvonent.

Also, the mion decay into an electron may be emloyed to give the muon

I a unique signature. The latter methxl is of importance in this

experu ,mnt. 4hen a niwn is stopped by ionization loss within a mass
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of scintillator, two pulses will be observed by the viewing photo-

tubes: the first pulse from the muon itself, the .ecorl pulse front

If its decay electron. As an added benefit, the time differences between

a large number of these pulse pairs should correspond to the mu)n

3 decay curve, i.e., should represent a radio-active decay with a half-

life of 1.6 microseconds.

Thus one signature of a stopping muon could be the observation

9 of a stopping particle via coincidence and anticoincidence techniques,

followed by a delayed pulse seen only in the stopping region.

C. Nature and Purpose of the ExperimentI
A wide-angle stopping-muon telescope has been maintained under

9 the auspices of the Physics Department of the United States Naval

Acadeny, and as of this writing has been collecting data for approxi-

mately two and one-half years. Figure 4 indicates the major components

3 of the telescope. It consists of a coincidence scintillator plate, a

scintillating stop tank, and an anticoincidence plate to fulfill the

3 stopping signature. The purposes of this experiment were to determine

the angular response of this detector, and to determine an expression

for the stopping-nuon flux within and outside the surrounding building.

I Knowing the detector response as a function of zenith angle would

provide knowledge of the number of particles arriving from the north

3 and south of zenith, a measure of the segment of the celestial sphere

actually being observed. It would, in addition, be an exact measure

of the expected time-width of a narrow unfocused source on the

I
I
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celestial sphere, sirwx, tthe tele .ooi,- is rotate| by the varth In

d west--fvtst direction. Krovinq the actual distribution of stominiu

i Muons at sea ievel vould be an excel lent test of the wviknesses

various moon-product ton mxiels that have been develoPJd elso.-ewnt e.

ilhe measired response of the dete-tcr at various zenith andl

,17iflth angles, obta ned by usinq narrow-anqle detectors as altzit or.-)I

I coinc-ider-e units to define the arrival directions of the mun!;, was

to be can4iared to cac~uter proram which predicted this res xse.

Snc- different predictions of the miasured response wrxi.l be qeneratd

for different assumr fluxes, curve-fittinq techniques were ,rplyed

to determine the best descriptions, both of the flux arnt of the

I detector response.

Se c iarily, the stoppinq-mun distribution obtaired was t-o 1b,

cxml:red with differential fluxes measured by other autl%ors. This was

to give an indication of detector efficicncy, of the cor'r(ctress ot t 1"?

flux expression, anl of th*, effects of the building upon the rmasurt-

I ~ments.

I
*1
I
I

; I
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14I
II. APPARATUS

A. Wi(d-Angle Stopping-Mm Telescope

I Figure 5 shows a more detailed schematic view of the wide-

i angle stopping-non telescope, the angular response of which was to

be determined. Fich of the 480 x 48" scintillator plates was viewed

I by four RCA 56 AVP 2" photcmultiplier tubes, operated independently

of one another. The light-tightness of these plates was maintained by

I aluminum sheets on their top and bottom faces, and black polyethylene

i around the edges. The muon stop tank consisted of fifteen 1" thick

scintillator plates, each 16 3/4" x 16 3/4", stacked sideways, with

I one 3/4" thick light pipe on each end. The light-tight box surrounding

the scintillator was constructed of black-painted 3/4" plywood. The

I stop tank was viewed by two Aqperex XP 1040 5" photcmultiplier tubes

operated in coincidence.

th signature required to classify an event as a stopping mion

I was a TS9 coir-Aidence, followed by an STh coincidence between 0.3 jsec

and 5.0 tisec later. The T7S pulse was also used as the start pulse

I for an LPS tirme-to-pulse aplitude converter, and the S% as the stop

pulse. The time-to-amplitude converter provided time-scaled output

pulses to a Kicksort multichannel analyzer. The distribution of pulse

5 pairs with respect to time interval was expected to correspond to the

muon decay distribution. The multichannel analyzer accumulation was

I also used as a check on the ability of the system to separate true

nuon counts fram noise-generated counts.

Ihe 2" photmultiplier tubes were operated at 2200 V. The 5"

& tubes were operated at 2300 V for part of the experiment, and at 2200 V

F'
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thereafter (see Section IV E.) The top and bottom plates' tubes

were supplied from a high-voltage supply separate from that for

the stop-tank tubes, effecting electrical isolation. Appendix A

I contains the complete block-diagram circuitry for the stopping-muon

I counting system.

I B. Zenith-Anqle Detectors and Mount

Figure 6 shows a disassembled view of one of six zenith-angle

detectors, three of "*ich were used in the measurement of the response

3 of the wide-angle detector. The two scintillator discs were separated

from the photcmultiplier tube by a non-scintillating plastic disc in

order to reduce ringing in the tube fran large-amplitude light flashes.

The scintillator uas wrapped in aluminum foil to enhance light collection

efficiency. 7he single hjqerex XP 1000 2" photomultiplier was operated

I at 1600 V, the power supply being separate from the stop tank supply

aid the top and bottom plate supply.

The basic probes themselves had been constructed previously, for

I use in another experiment. When this experiment was commenced, each

phototube was optically recoupled to the light pipe using Do-Corning

I 20-057 Optical Coupling Oompound. The masonite-aluminum joints were

sealed with electrical tape, and the probes were tested for light-

tightness and correct amplitude-esponse curve. A wooden "key",

I measuring 4" x 8" x 3/4", was added to the scintillator end of each

probe, for mating with the radial zenith-angle mount.

I The zenith-angle mount was designed and built subject to the

I following considerations: that the detectors it supported should be
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equidistant from the stop tank center; that they should be able to

I be positioned anywhere up to the limits of the miun telescope's viewing

angle; and that measurements should be available in the north-south

I plane, the east-west plane, and selected diagonal planes. The main

I structural elements of the mount are four plywood arcs, of radius

60.0", which are fastened together in pairs at maple slot boards every

I ten degrees of arc. These maple slot boards also support the zenith-

angle detectors. The two arc pairs are slotted in order to mate into

four perpendicular arms. A fifth arm, also of radius 60" but of only

3 half the length, was designed for positioning in planes along a diagonal

azimuth. Figure 7 shows an orthogonal view of one mount arc, and

I Figure 8 is a perspective view of the assembled mount with diagonal arm.

The original design of the nount called for resting it directly

on the top oincidence plate of the muon telescope. However, in order

I to clear the phototubes on the edges of the top plate, part of the

bottom of each arm vs remoed, causing the depth of recess to be only

j 6", and the assembled mount was rested on four cement blocks turned

edqewise, placing the recess approximately 7.5" above the top plate.

I1 Figure 9 is a schmsmtic representation of the entire detection

3 system. The automatic data readout system printed out five separate

counts every thirty minutes, namely:

3 - TB, the through comic ray rate;

- 7 * S T-, the stopping muon rate;I - Z4TS§ * S g, Z9TSN * ST , and Z15TSU S B, the

three zenith-angle-selective stopping meon rates. The asterisk reprr-

sents the delayed coincidence requirement. The subscripts 4, 9, and 15

V-I

Ii
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are mwrely labels which identify particular zenith-angle detectors

ard their associated electronics.

The duimnsions of the detector system are listed in Table 2.

The pr-xeictive cvmauter programs explained in Sections Ill A and

IlI B are based on these dimensions. one of the first disccweri.vs

mde d.nrirq this exr*rumnt was the offset of the stop tank ot 0. 1"

tram the center of the detection systm defined by the to) ad wttom

I plates. 'This turns out to have a significant effect on the crunt rate

of a zenith-anqle detector at the 40 N and 400 S pmsitions.

I i C. Detec'tors use~d in Efficiency Measurements

wo swall detectors were employnd to measure the eff iciernv ot

I various system coatxxnents. One was a 4" x 4" x 3/4" sinile scinti-

ilator, viewcel on its face by an XP 1000 phototube. lhe otler con-

9isted of two stacked 6" x 6" x 3/4" scintillator plates, vio.xi on

edqe by one XP 1000 phototube. Each tube was separatcx from th.

scintillator by a 1/4" thick non-scintillating Lucite llqht pit*e.

I Light-tightness was provided by electrical tape and black polyuthylent.

sheet. Springs were used on the 6" detector to maintain pressure on

the optical joint, aixt its scintillating plates were wrapped in

nalumirim foil to enhance ligqht collection efficiency.

CI



Il . PR ICTlON OF S")PPIN-M(IN 71SCF RtSPONSE

I A. The Prediction Problem

IOne may make an analoq , between the problem of predict ir; a

detector's resvonse to an unknown flux, and a boy shootrr4 marbles

intr) a rink. The unknown quantities are the number and rate of marbles

which the boy shoots in each direction, snd the number that arrive in

the rink. One could place cups within the rink for a uniform length

of time, retrieve thrl-., and coumt the marbles within them, obtaininq a

rate distribution over the area of the rv-. . This data could be usei

in s'lmation ti, yield the number of marbles falling within the rink.

In a second approach, knowing the boy's distance from the rink, .tm.

sample paths of marbles could be examined to see if they fall within

the rink, and to see how long the allowed stopping distance is tor

each. This approach gay seem less direct compared to the former; but

its results predict the marbles landing in the rink for each path

individually, without dependence on the width of a cup's mouth.

In the analogy, a very complicated rink represents the wide-angle

stolping-nuon telescope; the marbles are muons; and the cups mniel the

zenith-angle detectors. The correlation of stopping-mtwn flux to

I angular response wus to be acctmplished using the zenith-angle detectors

in coincidence with the muon telescope as a whole. he mnbility of the

zenith-angle detectors auld allow them to covex, over a period of

!.everal months, the entire ciewinq aperture of the muon telescope.

The expected count rate from such an arrangement was to be predicted

I by a nLlerical integration scheme by computer. The rate predictions

i-
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of this scheme depended upon the mathematical description of the

detector geomety, just as an estimate of the nwmrer of marbles

eacb cum would collect would depend upon its position within the rink.

the rate predictions for the zenith-angle detectors were to be

I obtained for several flux distributions. By curve-fitting, the flux

distribution yielding the closest match of predicted and observed

count rates was deemed to be the extant distribution within the

surrounding building. An analysis of the wide-angle telescope's

response could then be performed either by numerical integration or

I by the "trajectory" method. 7he latter method is actually a pseudo-

Monte Carlo technique, which determines for many particle trajectories

whether or not each meets the geometrical criteria for detection.

All of these predictive processes involved iterative schemes,

which were prcgrammed on the Honeywell 635/Dartmouth Time-Sharinq

System at the United States Naval Academy, in program using the

1 BASIC language.

B. Detector Response by Numerical Integration

Figure 10 depicts the two-detector problem variables. For two

elvwental detector areas dA, and dA2 , which are separated by the

vector r12, and whose normals N, and N2 make angles 'Ol and 02 with

r12, the abolute count rate seen by these detectors in coincidence

will ix,

I dR -- I It2 (dA2 cos ()2) 1A 1 (1)
ir12 2

LI
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where c I and ( 2 are the detection efficiencies of dA1 and dA2, which

shall be assumed to be unity for the present. I is the intensity of

penetrating radiation in the direction r12. I normally has the units

particles£ ~cu 2. sr *sec

I The term dAl cs 01 is just the solid angle dI determined by dA1 and
I 12

-12

r 12 - Thus, the exact count rate of a two-detector system is given by

1 R =ffI (r)dA , (2)

where 1(r) is the intensity function of incoming particles, A is the

area of one detector, and Q is the solid angle the second detector subtends.

I The counted rate of stopping particles, however, is influenced by the

energy spectrum of the incoaming particles as well as by the flux inten-

sity. A given particle must remove all of its momentum via some process

(in the case of a muon, by ionization) in order to stop, and thus must

transit a given thickness of material. For an elemental detector area

dAl and an elemental stopping thickness dA2dZ, the stopping particle

problem is diagranmed in Figure 11. Assuming 100% rejection of through

particles, the stopping-particle ount rate is

dR I (dA2 co (12 ) Ol cs 0) j do , (3)r12 2

I&
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twhere d - d Z ad a is the stoppiq pxmer of the detector

naterial, expressed as nmuenttm loss per unit length. The intensity

I is now the differential flux, expressed as

particles

cm2 .sr.sec.maventum uni t

For the particular situation of counting stopping muons at sea level,

the intensity I is a slowly-varying tunction of energy., and a value

I of I is selected which corresponds to the mean value of energy deposited

3 by a stopping particle.

The count rate of a stopping-muon detector may thus be expressed as

I I

R -- R fffI('r) dA & dp , (4)

or, knowing the. Cartesian form of the differentials, as

R =(ffff, -- ~dycOs '2 dxldylcxs 01 dZ2 (5
r12

2  
coS 02

I The terne os e2 cancel, and tzie term r 1 2 nay be f,.,nd if te area &.1

and the volume dA2dZ are given Cartesian coordinates:

r12 = Ir121 = (x2-xl) + (y2-yl) + (z2-zI)  (6)

I Additionally, coo 01 may be found if the orientation of dA1 is known

with respect to dA2. In this experiment, dA1 is parallel to dA2 for

FF
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the wide-angle muon telescope. (The x-y plane is chosen parallel

Ii to the plates and the stop tank's top face), making

cos e I  = ( • )

For the zenith-an'-le detectors, conversely, due to their radial posi-

tioning, dA1 is nearly perpendicular to r12 for all positions, hence

I cos i =o i

I
The integration may no be perfomed as soon as the expression for

I(r) is specified.

Traditionally, the integral co taic-ray distribution has beer

I expressed as a power of the cosine of the zenith angle, that is, as

I(e,*) = I0 cosn 6, (8)I
where 10 is the intensity of particles arriving vertically, and 0 and

I * are the zenith and azinuth angles of the particle's path. (18") Pr

expoMent of zero corresponds to a- isotropic flux, as is essentially

the case with the primary radiation. (1") At sea level, an exponent

greater than zero is generated by attenuation throuoh the greater

atmospheric thickness traversed along larger zenith angles, and in the

I case of nuons, by the greater decay probability along the longer paths

of larger zenith angles.

A differential flux distribution I(e,#,E) may be expressed as a

I
I
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maIXne-XoImr law for any spwcif ic energy or enervy baid:. 'fli expir~t

n may iar; f rma enerW tx ei~rqy vithin the mesured range; however,

as statd previouisly, the slowly-vary-inngihtude of the flux with

aerqy in the particles inwolvel in this experint, allowd tte

substitution of a sii:le flux exressioni where the -7ertical flux value

was averaged over the range of energ~ies involved.

I Ihe approach of the comizbe-pcuier law was adopted in this ~quvet.

The a~ayet, of this fuction ha not alvays yielde a fit of high

a~iracy, buit it does reflect its usage in the literature.

Mqloying the mma cosine-power expression1 for the flux,

quat ioni (5) b enams 
z -2 l

I a al Of fffff ( 1-2 )3:t0"~b2 Z (9)

for the case of parallel detectors, and hence for the wide-angle mmi~

1telescope. In the case of a zumith-angle detector, for vhidh cos -ll

equation (9) becumes

i H - ii~Offfff 2jddyccydz.(0

Appeindix B contains a listing and a samle run of each of 3 PASiC-

larguage program designed to predict the zenith-angle detector coin-

cidence rates using eqpation (10). For consistency, a grid spacing of

2" x 2" x 2" was used in all prozam.

ProgruI ZADFP is predicated on the asuziption that each zenith-
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angle detector (hereafter called a ZAD) is sufficiently mall

jthat it may be treated as an elemntal area. in terms of equation

(5), dA1 is equal to the entire ZAD scintillator area. For pro-I .
grams ZAWSP2 and ZAMW 3, the ZAD is divided into sixteen smaller

(dA I s. For the latter two prograws, the coordinates of each dAl was

first written intc a file by the program ZANMRIE, from which file

it was extracted in the course of the rumerical integration.

The radial distace frau the stop tank cnter to the ZADs being

m fixed at 63.0*, the position of each ZD may be specified by ard F,

the spherical coordinates of its oenter relative to the stop tank

center. These coordinates are different from 8 and #, the parameters

of particle arrival path, since each ZA) counts particles with a range

of directions. Figure 12 shows the variety of particle paths which a

I single ZAD ounts, in coincidence with the wide-angle telescope.

j Predictions made by program ZADRESP3 for various flux descriptions,

i.e., for various values of the cosine-power n, are shown in Ficure 13.

j The chi-square technique to be described in Section V ccmpared these

predictics to the actual data obtained from the ZADs. Assuming that

I an acceptable confidence level is obtained from the chi-square

analysis, it is then valid to use the detector description of the

ZADESP programs in another program which predicts the response of

the wide-angle telescope as a whole. Program ?M'SP, in Appendix C,

predicts the angular response for the wide-angle telescope, as well

I as the half-angle in the north-south and east-west planes. Its out-

put is in units of I 0 a, where a is the scintillator stopping power.

These results allow the omparison of the measured rate with the

IIo
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I Flux Distribution I/10

Co 0 0 (isotroric)

c 2

71 1

-60.I Li

,-$4

XCUTH NGRTH

3 4f 36 26 Id vert. Id( 2 3f 3 4
Detector zenith angle , degrees

I Figure 13. Normalized rates for ZADs in the north-south
plane, for various flux descriptions, predicted by
program ZADRESP3. !Note slight asymmetry due to stop
tank offset from center of telescope.)

I
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vertical flux weasuremnts published by other authors, giving a

I value for detector effic .ancy of the stopping-mxri system.

iJLEP will, in addition, calculate the count rate expected

within a given zenith-angle aprture. In this manner, the aperture

3 within which half of the detected particles fall, the so-called half-

angle, may be found directly. In the north-south plane, the halr-

I angle indicates the expected influece of cosmic-ray sources to the

.north and south of the zemnith circle on the oelestial sphere. In

the east-vest plane, the half-angle indiuatethe expected tune-width

of an anisotropy in cosmic-ray rate, in either sidereal or solar time.

Figure 14 shows the oaunt rate as a function of zenith-angle aperture

j for various flux distributions. The half-angle, it may be seen, is

a weakly-varying function of the flux cosine-pawer.

j C. Detector Paspone by the Trajectory Methad

Asmam that a iuon stope at sae point within the stop tank,

and arrived along sawe path specified by 8 and . One can determine

whether or not the particle wold have been counted according to

whether the path passed inside or outside the boundaries of the top

I ooincidenoe plate. Performing this operation for every point within

the stop tank (or for the uniform matrix of points used in the ZADRFSP

prograis) will yield the fraction of particles of each arrival direction

3 (0,0) that are counted. If the results are sunned in azimuth, the

rnmation yields the relative ability of the mmon telescope to count

I particles arri,'ing fram various zedith angles. Tis 1,.elativo ability1

is, of course, independer~t of the ILx distrib.ttor. ':. Ii, : s" as

I
.- |~. - -- . . . .- -
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performed only for the wide-angle telescope and not for the zenith-

angle detectors, due to the small solid angle that each ZAD subtends.

Program DETECTrR, listed in Appendix C, performs this process,

j assuming a symmetrical detector. Program DEV TR2 uses more accurate

detector dimensions, but yields the same zenith-angle response data.

j Figure 15 plots the relative counting rate of the wide-angle tlescope

as a function of particle zenith angle of arrival.

Multiplying the relative counting ability by the flux distri-

i bution for each angle, then multiplying again by the zenith-angle sirR

curve, yields the same aperture curve that program MUIJSP does. The

T 'a '1OR program are valuable because they is' ate effects of the

detector geometry from effects of the flux distribution.

Z

I

I

I
I
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iirture 15. Relative detection abil-ty of widie-angle teic-j scope, generated by program~ DETE.TR2.
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IV. EVITfHUNWI C OF ZEN -A=E DISTRIBUTION

I A. (ollecticn of Data

Initially, a wide-angle mxn rate of 800 counts per hotu, and

a ZAD solid angle of 0.5% of the total telescope solid angle, wre

assumed. A statistical accracy of 5% wa desired, requiring 400

counts, *Iich should then have been available in 100 hours. To allow

for variation, ounts were imle for one week in each ZPD configuration.

Later, it was cbserved that the 100-Dr figure was an urter-estimate.

T. stahtestil eror values will be stated along with the 1~orents.

Flor each count, due to limitations in the number of coincidence

md discriminator units available, only three ZKs could be operated.

Of the six ZADs available, three were coen for their uniformity of

respone, andi were not replaced during the couse of the e~i~t.

These ZWeD we numbered 4, 9, and 15. ZV) umer 4 was optically

reccupled oe during the ourse of the eperiment, but neither its

gain nor its response were affected.

Taking of data om l on 22 October 1974, and was coxleted

on 29 April 1975, with data being retrieved a pouintely weekly from

the automatic data output system. No data was taken during the

Iperiods 17-26 Deouter and 14-25 January. All data was in the form

of typed and ar tape teletype outputs.

Normlized count rates were used rather than absolute rates in

the data analysis. Normalization was done relative to the ZAD rate

in the vertical position; thus, for each wakly count, on- of the

I w - reresd to be in the vertical slots 1zblind

I
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rates were used for the following reams:

S-- coic r3ys, -- peiallv laonerg' ores, are susptible

to varying attenuation with abws*eric tapperature and pressur-

variation; aswnina that these variations would affect the flux

equally at all angles, the normlization could eliminate pressure-

and temperature-linked variations;

I - the flux description I = I0 cosn is suited to a normaized

description, since normlization eliminates dependence on the exact

value of I0; and

3 -- gain variations between tubes could be coqnesated for in

nwmalizing, but not for absolute count rates.

Section B describes the coI%=nsation for ZAD efficiency, and

Section C describes the calculation of statistical error. Tte

sections following Section C explain the experimentally-determined

3 corrections for various errors.

I B. Detection Efficiency of Zenith-Angle Detectors

I It was initially asstmed that each ZAD was so constructed that

its efficiency was, if not 100%, very nearly equal to that of each

3 ot ZAD. Preliminary examination of the data, however, showed

the ina=curacy of this assmption. The method of reciprocity was

applied to ompensate for the differing efficiencies.

Consider a zenith-angle detector A, which has the position

(E, F), and a second detector B, in the vertical position. The

I rate counted by each detector is equal to tne true rate (that

I
•I
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determined by detector geometry alone) multiplied by the

I efficiencies of each detector caqpxwent; that is,

I RA(&,&) R EAETeS R(r-, r ) (Q1)

I and

U R(o) = £C3ETCSRo (12)

where R(,,) and R0 are the true mun rates through the angled and

vertical positions, respectively. Aning that the top plate and

stop tan1k. efficiencies are i-itnd ent of zenith angle (see Section

I l F), the apparent normlized rate becms

I R A ( , ) A  R ( , Q()

i R(O) =FB R0

I S*ose that these detectors are now reversed, and a second

count is taken, with B at (,), and A at the vertical. This apparent

norwelized rate is then

EB(4,, ) _ B R(,,&)

RA(o) -A Ro

'raking the product of the apparent normalized rates, the efficiencies

cancl, and

I
S.,,) 

.. .. .

() X RA(
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'Itms, the efficiKc'y dffeu may be mi I wted for without

ftnting the ind~ividual Of fleiwcJes, by tAing two~ counts with tw

detectors in reversed Iamf tw qu*ityR(#& willbe

referred to as a reciptocity-noalized omt rate.

Table 4 lists the reciocity-norumlized rates for all of the

mount positios at which ets wre taken. Te second column

contains the raw mombr of mints in each detector, the vertical

Iimt being the bottoa * v in each case. Each ratio ws oon-

diW with the som set of tube as its recipmeal, that is, tubes

j 4 a 9, 9 and 15, or 15 and 4, with the ceptim of the data at

(C,&) - 20* north, where all three tubs re used, and reciprocitv

I was btalrd at that point with the relation

S1 /3
R(20"N) R9 (20) x R15(20) x N (20) (16)

POP R(0) Rg(O) Rq5"(0) 1

Ih third ol um of the table amnaim the reciprocity-nomwalized rates.

C. Statistical Error Calculation

* The arrival tim. of oomic ray particles nay generally be treated

I as ranz oourxmn es. If a rate is irded generated by randomly-

distributed =mts, the standar deviation of a number of oumts ray

be arcmvtively estimted as tie square root of that nmxer; that is,

4. f
Cx -t (17)

AT
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A measured nmlized rate my be expressed as

I ~ ~R(;,o A + (8

R(O) B 1

where A and B counts are obtained by two detectors in the same time

I period. If this fraction is expanded, the deviation generated is

probably sommhat larger than the standard deviation, a result of the

I propegation of errors. The expensicn is

iiA._V+X (A ± vA)(1 - -B

B B

II~~ A (~~ (19)

Im ssomid-order term have been dropped. A conservative statement

of the stamdard deviation of a normalized rate is thenI
aN a A 1 + (20)

3 For a reciprocitv-notmlized rate, given that A and C are the

muih rs of particles counted at a particular nount position, and B

I and D cre the vertical coumts for the correpmnglz tire hzLv,

I
I

'I
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the ranrdcm error gives

I (O) ;(l v t

11 1t (21)

again neglecting semod-order term. An exaqerated estimate of one

standard deviation is given uhm all error terws in equation (21) are

I either positive or negative, i.e.,

a + -+ - . (22)

I
This is actuallyi the unbiased estimate of an, rather than the Y

generated by data distribution. The last colum of Table 4 contains

1the a R for each data point.

All mathmtical eliminations and error predictions have now been

perforned. EqperinItal detemiination of certain systematic errors

is explained in the following sections.

I. Shwr Corrections

Soften, following a primary particle's interaction with an atno-

spheric mcleus, the reaction products have sufficient energy to

cause further nuclear interactions. The propagation of suc~h a

shwer of semoary oomic rays is such that man particles may

II___'_ _
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arrive at the earth's surface simltanously. Should a stopping

I non be associated with other particles in a shower, a zenith-anale

Sdetector may be errnsusly triggered by an asXsociated tarticle,

the resulting event signature mimicking that of a mxmn passin

through the 7ZD. Figure 16 demmtrates the generation of a shower-

produced count.

I Because the arrival directions of s rs are strorgly c'noen-

trated about the vertical, ZPJs at mmt positions nearer the

vertical were not expected to accrue shoer-generated counts, since

umny of the associated particles should pass through the bottom anti-

wincidence plate, negating the entire event. Detectors with = 40'

I im any plane, and with = 300 in the nrt-r th and east-iest

1 plam, hier, did not project onto the bottom plate, and were

thus deeed to be susceptible to shower-generated comunts.

A mens of orrectin the data from these points was createi '"

nvuntin a detector vertically beneath the scintillator of a 30" or

I 40 detector. In this position, showm in figure 17, the lower

detector is susceptible to approimately the sae mmter of shower-

generated =oomts as the 7MD above it; however, because it is munted

I helow the plane of the top ooincidence plate, it can register no true

counts. The reriprocity-noralized rates of these shower detectors

I 'ere applied as negative oorrectioux to the correspond=i- ZAD rates.

t svi correc ion was found to be (-.024 .006)Rg at r = 40W,

and (-.064 t .ol)R, at r 300.

#'
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E. Correlated-Pulsing Corrections

j Due to the qeometry of the wide-angle muon telescope, it iq

possible for some through particle trajectories to trigger a TSB

count by missing the bottam plate, as shwn in !Vigure 18. Further,

somwe of these trajectories tmy intersect the boundaries of a ZA) in

i the (.,) = 400 north, east, south, and west positions. Should arn

g S pulse be generated in the acceptance interval thereafter, that is,

bween 0.3 and 5.3 iisec later, an erra ous ount will be generated.

3 IThe S -W pulses following a false TS9 count may oome either .ro. the

random inpact of comic rays, fran random noise, or fron a correlated

i seoooni pulse qewrated within the systm.

i A multidhnel analyzer accwmlation of the "stopping-muon"

decay times was available for all data taken between 22 October 1974,

I the beinning of this experiment, and 1 February 1975. Comarison

of this time-dgain data with the theoretical ,mon decay curve indi-

a cated that a proximiately 20% of all nuwn couints accizmulated to that

time were generated by either correlated pulsing or accidental

coincidences. Ib test the possibility that accidental coincidences

Swere responsible, the TSW and S rF rates were measured, and the

aocidental rate was calculated. The results were:!
i Ig- 175 - 2.92 cps

counts
R -ji2100 j- 35 cps

Tr -dway yuse acceiamo window

- 5. 0 x 10-6 sec

4$
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Figure 18. Generation of T51 pulses by through particles,
SIleading to accept'ince of false muon signatures.
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These figures "ield an accidental rate of 5.11 x 1) 4 cps. The

raw oxm rate at that time was arprinutely 900 -Jnts- or ?5

cps, indicating that the 201 aucess in =cmts could not have been

generated by purely random aoincidences.

At least oae knomwn p can esplain second pulses in the

stop tank that are coupled to those produed by comic rays. S'hould

a gas, such as air, leak into one or both of the 5" photamultiplier

tubes, its ionization by the accelerated photoelectrons from a

scintillator flash would make it a charge carrier. Sufficient quan-

tities of such charged particles dislooing more electrons from the

photo-cathode could cause one or mary correlated pulses.

ICorrelated pulsing was observed on an oscilloscope when the

5" tubes 4ere decupled from the stop tank and triggered by a pulsed

light source. The correlated pulsing was at all tineq less than

150 millivolts in amplitude, and was concentrated about a 0.8 usec

lag behind the initiating pulse. This lag corresponded to a pro-

minuit peak in the tint-domin pect unm.

A~proximately 80% of the correlated pulsing was eliminated

tXon reducing the 5" phitotube voltage from 2300v to 2200v. After

recoupling tlhe 5" tubes to the stop tank, the correlated pulsinq

was further reduced by increasing the stop tank discriminator thresh-

I holds from 20 mw to 100 mv. A variety of discrimirator threshholds

5 was exmined, 100 mn being the lowest possible setting which

coincidences between through cosmic rays (THS) and stop tank second

I pulses

I
!

- .- - -
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Following this correction, the average stopping mon ount

rate decreased from about 900 counts per hour to about 540 counts

per hour. This 40% decrease was somewhat greater than the drop

expected frcm the elimination of oorrelated-pulse counts, implying

I that the detection efficiency of the system had decreased. However,

the time-davain data now showe no noise-qenerated peaks or other

anmalies, and the half-life obtained from it was within 2% of the

I published mum half-life in organic cmpxmnvs. (11)

Hwver, a timeu-dmain acamalation of "muons" detected tr the

I 40 0 S detector only showed that approximately 20% of these counts ',mre

still caused by multiple pulsing. This is not inconsistent with a

correlated-Vilsing rate of 0.3% or less from the wide-angle telescope

I as a whole. The requiremm t was set that no data from the 40 cN or

40 0 S positions be accepted from the time period before the reduction

of the stop tank tube gain. To the accepted data was applied a

correction of (-.20 ± .05 )R40N,S, or (-.020 ± .005)R.

I F. Qmzensation for Counting Efficiency of Maon Telescope Comonts

As has been shown in Section IV A, the detection efficiencl of

the zenith angle detectors can be corrected for by switching two

3 detectors between an angled position and the vertical. Hoiwever, nr

such simple means exists for correctina for variations in efficienct

I within the large atonents of the muon telescope, althouqh these

- efficiency variations are measureable.

eThe~ effioiucies at various positions on the top arKI bottom plates

|
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were measured by the "sandwich" method, using the detectors

described in Section II C. Figure 19 is a schenatic representation

of two small detectors being used to measure a local efficiency of

a larger planar detector P. Sn1 and Sn2 represent the smaller

I "sandwich" detectors. The count rate of SnI and Sn 2 in coincidence is

R12 = tic2 ' 1 0 , (23)

where el and C2 are the sandwich detector efficiencies, G is a

I geometrical factor due to the areas anl arrangement of Sn1 and Sn2 ,

and I 0 is the vertical flux. It can be seen from the figure that

every particle that passes through both Sn1 and Sn2 must also piss

through P; the count rate of Snl , P, and Sn2 in coincidence is then

given by

Rip2 = clEP2 GI0  ; (24)

I therefore,

C = IP2. (25)R2

.Measurents of this sort were conducted in various regiciq of the

top and bottam plates, and the results are recorded in Figures 20 and

21. These measured efficiencies are accurate to -10%.

U IFigure 20 indicates that the corner areas of the top plate are

significantly less than 100% efficient. Particles detected by ZADs

in the 40 NE and 400 SE positions must pass through these regionsI !_ _ _ _.--- - -
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Figures 20 3nd 2'1. Efficiency measurements of top and~
I bottom plates, respectively, by "sandwich °" method.
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enroute to t.he stop tank. Itus the apparent rates seen by ZADs

in these positions are lower tham the true rates. 7he exact amount

of enhar nnt required is unc tain, tut is mWoablv between zero

and l'5. 'I correction riue to lorw corner efficienc was, then,

.08)R4 0NE,zE, or (+.021 ± .021)N.

It is also apparent, from Figure 21, that the lcw efficiency

renions of the bottom plate allo same false 1Sf counts to be

3 enerated. The correction for this effect is inherent in the

orrelated pulsing corrections to the 400 N and 400 S positions (s ee

j Section 1' E), and no additional correction is remired.

Because of the difficulty of mnasurin local efficiencies within

the stop tank, and because the small stop tank volume was vieted ."

.4 high-efficiency, hiqh-gain photomultiplier tubes, the stop tank

counting efficiency was asswed to be 100% throughout the course of

the eperimztt.

o. sitional Error of Zeith- nle letectors

It was felt that the position of each ZAD was krown to ±0.5"

in anr', direction. This error iq insignificant for all except the

400 N and 40a S locations; as may be %een in Fiqure 13, a small ch?'ne

,n the real Position of a 400 N or 40 S detector causes a larqe

fractional change in count rate. Accordingly, after all other

I corrections were made to these points, '340N and 1400 were scaled up

Y a factor of 2.5, due tW rate variations with position.

1
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I A. The di-Square Fit

A standard method of determining which of several theoretical

expressions best fits a set of experimental data is the "chi-wquared

3 test." In this process, the quantity

k2I ~S . (Q1 - Ni 2  26Ni77 (26)

I i-i

is to be minlnized, where the Oi are observed data points, and the Ni

I are the corresponding theoretical values, selected from any of several

predictions. In addition to yielding the best-fitting theoretical

curve, the process can measure, although subjectively, the goodness

j of fit of any theoretical curve. The nwmer of point- k, assuming

that the Qi are e of one another, is knwm as the number of

j degrees of freedom.

The magnitude of S, as expressed in equation (26), is applicable

only when the Qi and Ni are total numbers of counts, whereas this

I experiment deals with normalized rates. Tb relate the two, assume

that an observed rate Ri is equal to i , and similarly that a| Ti
theoretical rate Pi is equal to Then

Ti

Ik 2
ST i (Ri -Pi) (27)

I il Pi

For a normalized rate, Ri must be divided by the normalizing rate Ri,

0
and Pi by the thlOretical rate pO, which camnot be expressed exactly*1
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in term of equation (27). An approximation my be made by dividing

I both the R and Pi by , whic gives

| kRi P, 2

k 0-
S = TiR i  (

P.R

I 0
Te products TiRj are simply the number of counts in the vertical

I detector over the time periods Ti . Bquation (28) is also applicable

to reciprocity-normalized rates, if the substitutions!
Ri A C  (29)

Rj BjDj

Pi P (31)

Ri

I
are made, %*are the Ai and Ci are the raw nsziers of ZAD events at

I (ri, i), and the Bi and Di are the events in the vertica1 ZADs, for

each tine Tj. M Pi are sirply the iredictcms of nornaliwd rates

I of a proWgr smxh as ZAZMP3. S is now used in this form,

1 RI C.) 2 (32)

1=1
- P

S
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in the program MJLTS, listed in Appedix D. This value of S is

* labeled "F AT S" in the output of RESLTS, for reasons which will

be apparent later.*I
The drabiks of the formula for S developed in e'uations (26)

I through (32) are that it is an approximation, improperly normalized

as of equation (28), and gives equal weight to each data point.

Equation (26) is actually valid only wn Ni = c i , i.e., when the

Qi are Gaussian-distributed about the Ni. SmIold some of the measured

I rates have large kown systautic errors, S would becme unreasonably

I large.

A more miversally applicable expression for S is qiven by

ik

S i i2 (33)

122I where the 3i are the standard deviations crrespond~ing to the Q

(after WIbberg. 2) The reasons for preferring equation (33) may

be stated briefly. Using this expression, the statistically.. 13oorer

j points receive less weight in the calculation of S. Further, any

krmo errors which are systematic in nature, but which cannot be made

1 an exact orrection to the data (e.g., the low efficiencv of the top

* plate oorner regions), ney be stated as an increase in the value of

the t1xxetintyoi. Finally, equation (33) is not limited in its

applicability to numbers of uants; rather, the Qi and Ni may be used

directly as noalized rates and reciprocity-nrmalized rates. Program

I TSM outputs the valu of equation (33) as "EI(XGHI) SN.

I



7he actual use of the variable X2 is as a reference; that is,

values of X2 are tabulated, as a function of certain "confidence

levels," the mmsure of goodness of fit nentionsd earlier, and of

k, the number of degrees of freadm. S is oamare to these tabu-

I lated values.

B. Analysis of Data

Table 5 is a sumary of all of the corrections in Section IV,

along with the net results upon each normallzed rate ar a. These

I were the corrections enployed in program RFSULTS, which perforned the

S-minimization process by evaluating S for various values of the

cosine-power n. In Figure 22, the weighted S values generated by

equation (33) are given for various values of the cosine-paier. The

upper curve was generated using ucorrec-ted values for the rerlprocity-

I normalized data points, and is shown for couqarison only. The lower

curve, when all corrections have been applied, clearly shows that S

is minimized when the cosine-power is about 4.7. Further, published

1 2 tables(12,P.4) may be used to find the relative probability that

the data came from each set of predicted values. Fram these relative

probabilities, the "confidence levels" described previously, it my

be seen that n prcbably deviates from the value 4.7 by no mre than

t0.5:

I n i_.ted.S Relative Closeness of Fit

3.5 25.5 <0.01

1 4 13.1 0.2

4.5 7.64 0.7I5 7.77 0.7
5.5 12.0 0.3

it
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Figure 2. Weighted S curves for all data (k * 10 degr,-.s
of freedom), generated by uncorrected and corrected dat-i.
Computations by program RESULV;.
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In order to shri the influence of the marginal data pioints

on th, value of S, the curves in Figure 23 were generated by data

exrludng that at the marginal points 400 N and 40n S. Ccare the

Ikdted curve to the uicorrected 10-point curve .at the top of the

figure. The dotted curve, which excludes the marginal point-s but

employs no other corrections, sh<s thit the error in the wxL.orre-ted

data is due mainly to the 40 ° N and 400 S data. Adding the correctiors

to the 8-point curve generates the solid curve which, it may be seen,

I is very similar to the 10-point curve in Figure 22.

g The flat-S values generated by equation (32) are plotted in

Figure 24. They bere not employed in the data analysis, because

equation (32) is not considered to weight the data points properly.

The confidence levels quoted in this section should not be inter-

I reted as a measure of confidence of the observer. Rather, the

I represent a relative measure of the closeness of fit of each set nf

predicted to the measured data.

I
I
i'
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Figure 23. Comparison of S for dat8, exclusive of d4 ji and
4 a data (k ; 8 degrees of freedom), with S curve gen-erated by 10 uncorrected data points (k 1 10). Comuta-

I tions by program RESULTS.
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I Figure 24. Flat (unwei hted) 1. curveb for all data (k
10 degrees of freedom), generated by uncorrected and3 corrected data. Computations by program RESULTS.
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VI. DISCUSSIN OF EJLIS

A. Mathemtical Description of Detector Systen

rlhe program !4JCS is an exmaple of inductive logic --it springs

from the description of the zenith-angle detection systdm in the

MA1P prgr. Its validity, therefore, depends upon two cri-

teria of induction: the accuracy with which the ZADJP progr--

predicted the response cf the wide-angle telescope in coincidence,

5 with the zenith-angle detectors; and the validity of replacing the

zenith-angle detectors with the top coincidence plate as a whole.

Fiqure 25 shows the corrected data in the north half-plane and

5 at the 400 mr-thesst position, superitposed upon the ZAIRESP-generated

rate predictions for n = 4.5 and n = 5. The error bars are of the

5 values cx npted by program MJLTS. All corrected data points are

within one standard deviation of the predicted curve, indicating that

I 77,ADSP3 indd prowides an acurate description of the ZAD-coupled

5 wide-angle telescope response, satisfying the first criterion for

induction.

5 It is assuwed that the second criterion is satisfied, since the

area elemnts of the top plate may be made arbitrarily small. The

resulting detector description is then identical to that for a ZAD

3 except for d factor of cos 0. The predictions of MURSP may then be

said to be accurate within the limits of this experiment. These pre-

dictions are:

- a wide-angle telescope half-angle (zenith-angle within which

I half of all particles are detected) of 23.00 + .250, or a full width

!

I
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at half-uaximum of 46.00 + 0.50, taking tne value of n to be

4.7 + 0.5; and

f -- an average zenith-angle secant for the particles detected

of 1. 19, which is important in energy ccmputations.!
R. Description of the Stopping-Mon Flux at Sea LevelI

The value of the cosine-power n for stopping nuons, as obtained

in tiiis experiment, is significantly higher than the cosine-powers

of the differential muon energy spectra observed by other experi-

menters. For example, Kraushaar, in 1949, measured the muon differ-

ential range spectrum for R >71 gm ci - 2 of air (corresponding to aI%
kinetic energy of about 350 MeV), and found n to be approximately

I 3.3. (1) Zar, in 1951, measured the differential range spectrum for

through particles in approximately the same energy band, and found n

I to bcx 2.97.0'.) 'Nkroney and Parry, in 1954, also obtained an n of

I about 3.3 for the differential spectrum at 0.3 BeV/C. (3) By contuast,

the cosine-power of stopping muons as detx rmined in this work was

4.7 + 0.5.

Several factors contribute to this difference. First, all of

the other observrs cited above used data as far away frrxn the zenith

as 0 = 600, whereas in this experiment no measurements beyond i = 400

were taken. The spectra in each of the cited works tends to dip until

the zenith angle exceeds (1 = 30", when a leveling-off occurs; the

average cosine-power over the entire range of zenith-angles is about

3 to 3.3, but the n in the regions nearer the zenith appears to be
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somewhat greater. Second, the angular apertures of all of the

telescopes in the cited works were somewhat wider than those of

the ZADs in this experiment. Third, all of the telescopes used

in the cited works were, to some degree, susceptible to enhance-

ment by vertical showers as the telescopes were inclined to larger

zenith angles. The latter consideration may be shown to be insigni-

I ficant, however. When shower corrections were applied to the experi-

mental data herein, ti alue of n at which S was minimized changed

by less than 0.2; alsu, the cited experiments were consistent in

their values of n independent of their shower susceptibility.

A fourth consideration in comparing the zenith-angle distri-

I butions is the energy band of the particles beiig counted. It is

known that the cosine-power increases with decreasing energy, and

that a stopping muon is of the minimun detectable energy at the

earth's surface. The surrounding overburden also has an effect upen

the energy distribution at the detector. More will be said about

I energy effects in the next section.

3 It is reasonable to state, however, that the flux description

deterined by this experiment,

I 1(0) = 10 cos4"4.7

3 is the relevant flux to employ in calculations concerning the wide-

angle muon telescope demseib d herein.

a C. Energy Considerations

For a particle to stop in the detection system, it mist pass

m n& !mmI ni m lmmllmlmm llm m[ mm lmmm lnlml._l-"(I
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through three major contributors to ionization energy loss: the

building roof and structure; the lead soft-couponent shield; and

the scintillator of the stop tank. Figure 26 shows a cross-section

of the building in which the detection system was maintained. For

each of the pathts shown, the average particle energy was calculated,

using the following assumptions:

- the muon specific energy losses in scintillating plastic and

in carbon, expressed as MdV.am2 /gm, are approximately the same;

-- te muon specific energy losses in concrete and in coper

are approximtely the same; and

-- no scattering is assumed.

The results of these energy estimates were:

IPath Energy Loss
Zenith Angle Contribution _E

1 00 20 g/cm2 plastic 70 MeV
55 g/aM2 lead 60 MeV

90 g/cm2 concrete 130 MeV

IrAl 260 MeV

300 23 g/am2 plastic 80 MeV
63 g/am2 lead 70 MeV

104 g/rai 2 concrete 150 MeV

t7MlAL 300 MeV

400 28 glae 2 plastic 100 NOV

71 g/an2 le-j 80 MV

450 g/aM2 concrete 670 MeV

7MOrAL 850 MeV

The high energy-loss values in plastic are due to the sharp increase
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beve~el culumns shown, which are actually cross-sectionc
through an octagonal structure 3.0 feet thick. StoppinrI power or concrete b~lockF through which vertical cosmic
rays raust pass m;,y have been somewhat overertimated,
since they are porous blocks, as opposed to the denseI structural concrete elsewhere. Trajectories of 14C N ;and
We! 5 ictually tr-5nsit different amounts of concrete.
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in C as the nuon stops. Range and energy-loss values were taken
CE

froum High-D*rfg Paricle Data, published by Lawrence Radiation

II Laboratory.

At first glance, the much higher energy required to produce a

I stopping mm with a zenith angle of 400 seem to imply that the

surrounding building produces siqnificant attenuation in the muon

rate at .' 40. 7"is would have artifically lowered the apparent

I cosine-power n. However, upon examining the differential sea-level

mion spectra of Moroney and Parry('), Kraushaar ( ' ) , and AlIkofer

I et al. (i" ), there is no consistent difference in the differential

intensities of nuons of energy 260 MeV and those of 850 MeV. The

spectra are very flat in this region, the greatest difference in the

two intensities being about five percent. Thus, the effect of the

building as shielding is merely to shift the energies of stopping

I imuons to another portion of the energy spectrum, but not to decrease
their nuiier significantly.

D. Suggestions for Furthe Research

The following possibilities for further research were suggested

by the results of this experiment and the problem associated therewith.

I first, it is suggested that the zenith-angle distribution of

stoqping mxirn be measured at larger zenith angles. 7he only distri-

abution of interest in this experiment was that which produced counts

in the wide-angle muon telescope. Hawevver, any shallowing of the

distribution at larger angles would be of great interest theoretically.

J Ij
;' ,
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Second, an expression for the zenith-angle distribution

should be developed which is a result of theoretical considerations.

I As stated previously, the use of the expression I = I0 oosnq is a

customary, rather than a theory-based, procedure. A prediction of

5 zenith-angle distribution should be associated with each nmxx pro-

duction-attenuation model.

Third, a more extensive study of the incidence of sivrer-asso-

ciated stopping mns should be undertaken. Most shrisrs in this

apparatus should have been eliminated by the anticoincidence plate;

however, their persistence (due at least in part to the low efficiency

of the bottcm plate) may permit a study to be made of them. It is

possible, also, that showers have distorted the apparent zenith-angle

( distribution in some way other than that assud herein.

Fourth, a Monte Carlo calculation of scattering effects in the

.1 building and lead shielding should be u-dertaken. Muons of the

energies being measured here are at least as susceptible to scattering

as the through particles measured in other experiments, for which

j scattering corrections ar,- often significant.

Finally, boo areas of research have suggested thmselves and

are, although not directly related to zenith-angle distribution,

infinitely related to the meaning and iqportance of stopping-2on

comic rays at sea level. The first is the performance of a time-

correlation of stoppina-mon arrivals over an acceptance tine of

about one second. The ramifications of any non-random time peaks

which might apar are manifold. Second, and lastly, a collection

of shower-associated stopping-mxvi data sould also be undertaken,I.



~in solar andi sidereal tie. An iuity exists in the prmry

erqgy spectnm betwe lO1 3eV and 1ol~ev, and showr-associated

Istopping twon are in the ideal rane for stud~ying this amiq~ity.
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TABLEI

Nuclear Abundances in thp Primary

i Cuaic Radiation (")

Elwmt Relative Abundance

H 100

He 15

Be 0 to 0.4

C,N,O,F 1.2 + 0.4

INe 0.2
M0.09

I Si 0.07

FeCoNi 0.06

I beyond Ni <I05

I

I *

I
I

I

I
I
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TA E~ 2
g: I Najor Dizansions of [etector System

• eAle Stpjm Mon Teeo

Size of top and bottom plates 48.0* x 48.0*

Separation of plates 48.0"

Scintillator size in stop tank 16 3/4" x 16 3/4" x 15" (N-S)

Height of stop tank ctAter frc 15.75"
bottom plate upur surface

Offset of stop ta*n ter from 0.5" to) the souath
centerline of plates

Zenith-Anle Detec~ors arnd Vmt.

Size of ZAD scintillator 2.0" x 5.0" dia.

Radius of mmint 60.0"

Radius of travel of ZAD 63.0"scintillator oentft's
Centex of w~unt arc froa 0 + 0.5" vertical,

center of stop tank 0 T 0.5" E-W,
I0.'9" + 0.5" to the south

Height of vertical ZAD scinti- 30.5"
llator fro top plate
skrface

I
I

i'
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ThBLE3

ZN MP3 Predictions of .ruliwd

ZAD Stc ping-Rqin Count Rates*

Position 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5

10" N .9597 .9519 .9441 .9365 .9290 .9216 .9143

100 S .9597 .9519 .94141 .9365 .9290 .9216 .9143

I20 N .8498 .8231 .7974 .7726 .7488 .7258 .7037

30" N .6891 .6407 .5960 .5547 .5165 .4812 .4485

300 E .6857 .6380 .5940 .5533 .5157 .4809 .4488

1 300 S .6764 .6286 .5844 .5436 .5059 .4710 .4388

400 N .0456 .0379 .0315 .0262 .0218 .0181 .0151

40* i .500 .4394 .3842 .3371 .2961 .2604 .2292

400 SE .4929 .4313 .3778 .3313 .2908 .2556 .2249

1 40' S .0232 .0191 .0158 .0131 .0106 .0090 .0074

I

I The progrm ZARCSP3 actually calculated absolute count rates, in terw
of I0  . The absolute rates were then normalized by division by the
predicted rate of a tube at (00,00).

I
I
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TABLE 4

baured ?.D Counts, kzrmlized Rates, and

Unbia Estimotes of &Tor*

ZAD N Raiiprocity Estimated
Position Raw Data, I. Nomalized Rate, Error, i

j 10. N 96 1013 .971 * .059
894 1185

1112 734
100 S 1185 ' 7-4 .962 + .063

2 1071 571 831
20° N 1036 ' 740 '1276 + .051

30N 534 301 + .046m'N W-4 ' 9--5 55

I292 333
30° E 292' 33 .505 + .047

30 0 S 698 208 565 + .051

48 35
400 N ' 356 .1Oq + .021

178 200 ~9+.3
40E i1 Sw.

400 SE 169 155 .265 + .030

62 5040s , 6 .091 + .015

Wnoi of the corrections discussed in Sections IV D throu IV G have
been appl il to either the rates or the error estimates.
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I Stmry of Correctiom to be
Made to DataI

Additive Multipl ictive

ZAD corction (brrection
Position to mte Source to l Source

30" N -. 064 Shr s 1.2 Shower rate uncer-
tainty

30S E

I 30 ° S

400 - .024 Showers 3.9 Shower, false count,
- .022 QorreitaJ and position

-m uncertainties

400 NE - .024 Showers 2.0 Shower and top plate

+ .022 Tap plate eff. efficiency uncertainties

400 SE - .024 Showers 2.0 Shower and top plate
+ .025 Tap plate eff. efficiency uncertainties

I 400 S - .024 Showers 3.9 Shower, false count,
-. 018 Crreld and position

S- .042 NET

I

I

I -- ~----
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APPENDIX A

Muon Telescope, a'16 ZAP Ci rcu itry-

71hc. follciminq three paqec' contian tWe bltc'k (iadqyams ,;! Lht,

e octronic (cmjxnn( wts; of tjhe wlde-oinqk am~on t e escop, Inc, tji

g ~zcrif th-anqle detectors, excluiv USIV ' hi c1ircui try fei the Ldf

avi~ti w data output s'~stcn. Tic- hijih-vnl taqc' supplios are (flu trvQd,

fi-m the plate circuitry anJ 7/A) circuitry. Sepakrate hiqh-v1 taq,,

supplies areC uscd t )i the stop t ~mk tubeS (2200 v or jc tCl ) ,o

inc bottc plate tub(., (2200 v) ,aryl zcrnith-anq le det!(-.r t': 1(0v)
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V. - ~ 5 nsec on
clipline

F ~ # DI - 4.. -m in

dea DI to scaler & mult le
TSIT Acoinlcidence unit

30~ nsec width
delay~~ STOm- 5fisec

torno
am .I

Circuitry of stop tank, and of muon identification. Note%

1. High voltage supply to rtop tank tubes separate
from that of top and bottom plates,*1 2. Cliplines cause a pulse-shorteniiig by reflection,
riving an effective resolving time of 5 nsec between 5" tuoes.

3. Limiiters do not turction as such, remain in circitI only to preserve timing (after IFebruary 1975).
4. 300 nscc Jelay causes all "muens" decaying betwern

a* ~nd 5.A soc tu reieittr a count, The tim*-int-rral
of ths- sao, docay cu~rve: )vor ttii, Interval yiellia i auto-
astir officive of 7ft.
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APPFNIDIX R~

Zt'nit-h-Anq~le Iotw~tor Mtc-ird'rIvc Programn

TIhe f-'1 wi nq !-kqes flist tim predioLtive c'(7flViter pi-c) qrdin$;

describci in Se:70in 111 11, and cont-ai snxr-, swipi'' runs (A dbei.

proqrams. Thev prox~rrarns 7.ADR-;, ZAf)RESLP? and '/ADRE-SPI roelsumt

a dc'veI4uvnti1 seq-uence, and are presented in chronoloqical ordei-.

Zy4UIRT is usod to feed tLhc coordinates of the suWiviI()ns of a
ZXJD into a file, narwed 71PDCX)RD, from whichn they rmay b- read lyy'

j 2A-DRESP2 or ZADRESP3.j



ZAADRESP

to 80 PRINT "INPUT N,690,
11 90 INPUT 9
12 110 PRINT 'INPUT ZETAXI... l
13 120 INPUT E,A
14 130 LET D:l
15 131 LET T:2
16 140 LET X(D):-O*SIN(E/57.29)*cOS(A/57.29)
17 150 LET Y(D):=O*SIN(E/57.29)*SIN(A/57.29)
18 160 LET Z(D)-60*COS(E/57.29)
19 170 LET R(D)-60
20 180 FOR X:..75 TO 7,5
21 190 FOR Y:-75 TO 7,5
22 200 FOR Zz-7*5 TO 7,5
23 201 LET X(T)rX+(X(D)-X)*(33.5-Z)/(Z(D)-7)
24 202 LET Y(T):Y+(Y(D)-Y)*(33,5-Z)/(Z(D)-Z)
25 203 IF X(T)-24 THEN 260
I 204 IF X(T)-c-24 THEN 260I 27 205 IF Y(T)3-24 THEN 260
28 206 IF Y(T)4-24 THEN 260
29 210 LET R=SQR((X(D)-X)^2 + (Y(D)-Y)"2 + (Z(D)-Z)^2)

130) 220 LET U=X(D)*(X(D)-X) + Y(D)*(Y(D)-Y) + Z(D)*(Z(D)-?)
31 230 LET Q:(Z(D)-Z)/R
32 240 LET P-U/((R"3)*R(D))

I 33 250 LET C=C+(Q"N)*P
34 260 NEXT Z
35 270 NEXT Y
36 290 NEXT X
37 290 PRINT ORATE =;C;TIMES 1(0)*SIGMA.
38 995END

READY

I
I
I
I
!
I



I2) ZAi)fUiqSp 12 -MAY 75 2 3:0

INPUT ZETA,XI ...? -Poo

iimTEr' 1 .105 TIMES' I (0)*SBIrlA.

9. '33 Si.C. 26 110

ZADNES? 12 MAY 75 23:0 1

5 Wi'JPT N .. .? 7 .7

1 NPUT 17ETA A. . . IiV, 45

hATE : 3.327894 T VES 1 CO)*SlMA .

.. ?75 SEC. 46 1/O

6;ENERATION OF A NOfiiALIZFD COUNT AT 40 DFi'Rc NniTH-
KAST USJNGi PkC~ikAM iADRESP r HF ACTUAL. NORMALIZ.ATION
7A'FS PLACE BY D)IVID)ING THE T!WO AdqCLUTF RAIF S N OT F

THE DIFFEkENCE OF A CONSTANT bF7W7P;N TP-FSPF A35OLUTF
RATES AND THOSE CF ZADRESP3" ThE "ZADPFSP3" VALU7 -

APE COkiEflT .
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I J10 L~ I 091ACI ~ ~~ i&5 PkINT IP:LAPUNi.NT 1 OP '?i1A.
W~ IN1lJT

L0OU FUk L:l 10 16
; 10 hR.A0 #1: A(D)
-. 0 Frr A7- 7 TG~ 7 1 : P

;r.3 F11Y::-8 T"" b ~T~ L
24 0 F~k LZ--- 70 b STk rL t

L~ LE:T
k4 3 IF AT)c3ThLN SOC
f.4', IF X(T)'>25 Ti-.EN SO0O
,46 1F Y(T)'-24 TH~EN CG]L

T e.. NEXT Z

3 0 NE XT Z

340 PnI N T C
S99LN
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~~~~ )T IE H.GGY;CIE FOTf( C R A! N I N(. NrPYA I. I 77DI rOUN rc,
A "I: P 2 A N ) ZA L) F SP i A I )rFN 1I1C A.

T hF I F kE SARATE SVT~LF PUN~ OF 7 if - P.
AN) "Zf.)WRiTE" I-) Nba fLCLUDJ71D. "7ADPRSP,.
UJ:ES Tf,7 SAME rIETErCHR YFASURFMOFNT") ti'l DOES

N ZAVES:P3 ,L 1. )OE.; NNC PROVIDFK AS ,IICF,

I IFRATI ,



. I j. i b

£ LLT r, . C,'. ,
. Lr. 1.

"II Nt } N T 1 N P T :, .oJ l ~ lA L I Z l , , F hvT14 ",1;i, .j ..
h .: c I 'v" ,,A I T TL P 1 j lu LI (-'Y IF ZA JO' UUbni 1- -,.:L

SPnI rJT I r T d CTJ Z iT);, AZ 1,JT.. ;

Nl IT IN}UT .Al,,ArNT LF 7--N IT i-; INL D)T.D .
*.6 1t, PaT Iv
,'h l LIN .. ')-O AL;, u ' Y iF Z AC0Ch z

.1 .C .L T XI 'I ..,<~9N) -" ' ) o (A/' L; ,)
Lc L , T Y 1 ) < > N ( ' t 7 . - I % A I/ ' ) 7 . -' ,y I I,.Lt. iL Zi-( D)*COQL( J/'7.Lg)

-. rP -L, ,l Yi I,L 1'.

I- c 1 Od )xl:-7 7 OT.I'
. 7,, FOk Y4-8 T 6 .TP .

b( .:,i 4 --S T,. .,r },
?C LLT : A.a-r.(','-Y4) " t (Y}-Y) " + ,7!-7/0 ")

IIT ";- -.L ,.

It.,, u. , , i(A,,, , Al .),~I .. .. .. I
'7)L. I A . - Vt %, I -Ai ) Z,.~ -~ ) N Z Z'i)

J I L r., YL 'Y (I4 I-Y4 ), -Z 4 Z! - 74

I' r TZ* L."

I 1 .( YL- , , 1" N 1-1 C

,o 1 " y g >,. .! N eI.. , T .,:, - .k

r- oA v , '

-LrT

4 IM \.
7 T
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i /OL) ZAD'4RITEiRUN/OL) ZADRESP3/RbiJ

2) ZADvJHITE 12 s AY 75 ".:.3,

INPUT DETECTCR ZENITh, AZI;,U;h ,N(LKS...? 0,09

4) ZADRESP3 I1 1AY 7') 2"'32

I;iPUT NOR;IALIZIN(G FACTOR? I
INPUT DETECTOR ZENITH, AZIMUTH ...? 0,0
INPUT EXPONENT OF ZENITH-ANGLE DIST...? 4 .7

( AVEHAGE RARG.. TRAVLiSE) : 8.42407 INCHES.
COUNT RATE = 25.0236 TIMES I(0)*SIG"A.
L¢5.0236 = NCRMALIZE RATE.

I;0,976 SEC. 60 1/0
4 ) READY

/OLD ZAI)',RITE/RUN/OL) ZADJi*SP3/RU,4

2) ZADWFITE I2 NAY 75 ?2:37

INPUT DETECTOR ZENITH, AZIMUTH ANGLES...? 40,45

4) ZADRESP3 12 MAY 75 22:37

INPUT NORMALIZING FACTOR? 25.0236
INPUT DETECTOR ZU..ITH, AZIMUTH...? 40,45
INJPUT EXPONENJT OF ZENITH-ANGLE DIST...? 1.7

AVERAGE RANGE TRAVERSE) = 10.7775 IlCHFS.
COUNT RATE = 7.03727 TIMES I(O)*SIiP',A.
.21225 NORMALIZED RATE.

* I

e7.504 SEC. 60 1/0
q) READY

*t * w *

',EIJEHATIUN OF A 4HYALIZE CCUT kT '3 40EWG:FFS NCYTl-
FA:I ,;21N; PHCGHA 7ADPEP3"
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ZAi)WfITE

IFILE #1:"ZAD)CO~jriD
L 6Ct(AT~i #1

10 LET k(R)-64.0
15 PkINT IN.PUT DETL%.CTO~ ZLNITH, AZIMUTH ANGLS***";
LC INPUT L
; 5 IF i-C ThrN .00
3~0 iLT E:E/57*29
40 Lr.1 ;:A/57.29
50 LE.T x~nh (V)* "I r(L)
51 L': T XO:)AO+C.
80 LET DII:1.l'COS(E)
85 LE~T [)2..1.1
I5CJ FOER X1:XO-1,5*D1 TO XO+1*5*Dl STt.F D1i
140 FOR Yl:-1,5*D2 TO 1.5*D'e. STEP D2

y150 LET Z: %74h(k ( D) A2 - X1 AL -I Y12)
152 LET WATN(YI/Xl)
154 LET R I::3CQh( X1 '2+ Y 1 2)
156 LET Y h I * I14 (W +A)
15h~ LET X 8 1 *COS(W+ A)
160 WRITL #I:X
170 NEXT Yl
160 NLXT X1
190 STOP
"'00 LETZ:&.0,
'10 F~h X.;-1*15 TO 4'.15 STEP 1.1
41' FOR Yz-1*65 TO 1.65 IPL 1.1
Z30 WRITE #I:X
& L4 NE XT Y
L50 NEXT A

999 END
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APPWIX C

Amon Telescope Analysis Programs

Program MURESP is a direct offshoot of the ZAIRESP3 program.

The only change in detector description is the replacement of the

ZAD area and solid angle with the subdivisions of the top plate. A

/ factor of cos is required due to the top plate's oblique angle with

respect to the incming flux away fraum the vertical

I Programs DEMCR, whose detector dimensions are only approxiate,

and DETWM, where the dimensions are considered accurate to ±0.5",

are the products of the "trajectory" method of predicting detector

I response. They are not suitable for verification by zenith-angle

detectors, as is MURESP. However, they employ the same detector

i description as does MURESP; further, multiplying the curve in

Figure 15 by I(8, )sin 0 and integrating over the wide-angle telescope

aperture should give the same results that MURESP gives.

I
I
I
I
I

I



11U. TJJ~ ,L() h~!~

I .) I NPuT a

LL IF lt:L. Tiic.:, t.7
4 1 Lr.T A:-"Os'

~7 LE~T A :.5 56I T i- .
40& LL.T :j*

50 FOR Yl:-;c1 TO ; 1 T;%F
60 FOh 4 :7 T13 7 SUiP Z
70 FOR Y2:-8 T' 8 STEP

W0LTRS(XX) +~~Y)~ FOtN 72: - TO F6 STEP

100 LET C=(Z1-ZZ)/R

I 1L0 Lr.T 1:1+:)%,

130 IF C-cC0."(b3/57. .9) TZ

14r, LET F(1):F(1)4D
15U U03 300
160 IF C-CO.'>(,. " 57,Z9) TtL, 19C
17C LET F(4):FCLitD
16G GUTO .00

190 IF %C0COS($0/57. -9) TitCU Li O
200 LET PF$):F(.5)+D

I.Iu ~.IT0.O ;4'574 TH44 0

4.40 uUTU 60".'

451U LET S:.j+jI J ML XY'.

.Ads& NAT y
W. I&tT A I
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IIJRESF (i;ONTINU0.)

L~70 t ,rI NT - &(#TAl. C01'.T TI ;;i~..

Sb' iihINT *LUW~ii OJh,) jpi~&e~i% .~Cujt~i wllaj
54 SM3 F~h L:l TO :

55 4u Lo PAIh~T 10* L-D,)*1OLF(L!
56 410 NE XT L
57 4 . PIN

999 Z.ND
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5 ',IT i . ,OLJ!.. :L.1;:.t, T 7' ;

14 7'..:i -W d T hnLT&A..

i T o.-~ I.
i' F I t i Ii v r .TC , ".At, 1 ". ;

0 F- YC -- T3 8-.i ZT. .P-6,0 F .0 h Z -:. - ,. j TT. .,
7 ; 7. . ^ A C , ., , ,+ 4 4 - . -S 2 ) T A N ,, T i ' 7 . , . } £ . . . , : 7 ' 3

. L L ; Y : t 4! - ( 4 1 Z ' A .T i t / 7 . , * v ; ( . . . . :

110 Ii Y,-Z , T.ii.k (.00

1,.O 1F Y-:.4 Trii kOO
6'. LET tAto)',' +o

C. V. Zx ;
40 %EXT .

.5 0 IAT ?
i.O 60 p T A' 1I I 6 /..,) S

i9:?9 END

I
!
I
I
!
I
I1
I,
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I~ ~ I~ N&r 1,. J T Z

F., ORi )(:-7 TO 7 SUPj
SFot% YL- To 8 STZP ~

70 L1 +l .5,, : Z wT; F1579 C b A/
90 IF X13~ TiiLN 1401Ut0 1F TI. 'riN 1 .O~L Yi' ~ ~ .4 rfl .N 1 4 0

SIF Yj.-C T"h 140
11f, LET C- ,f
i 4'Y6L.XT Z2I 1~ NEXT XL
17 OLXT A
16 PRINT *'kfLATIVt. 6DETECTIoN AisIL.ITY -;C
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APPMIX D

Statistical Analysis Program

Program ESULTS, listed in the following pages, has to output

forms. First, it uay be used to print out a table of reciprocity-

rmalized data points, corrected or uncorrectud, along with the

estimated errors and the raw numbers of counts. Second, it can

evaluab the flat and weighted S values for the predicted data listed

in lines 400-410, for either corrected or uncorrected 'ata. The S

I values generated by excluding the points at 400 N and 40 ° S my be

obtained Dy the following mwdification:

320 DATA 8
560
590
410 DATA (predictions for 400 NE, 400 SE only)

I
I
I

I
I
I

I1

I



9,;

.: . PhlINT ,.Ohft.,TI).~t ,J* v[.'CEd' -

10.

S ,MAi... I Y

i6 IF L -I ti, , ,.
16 17 iF (.:Z THUN 15

i 9 18 Li.T E(L):Y
19 LET FiL):Z

30 hL -1.T

0' FOk L71 TO Ni
I 45 IF L:, THEN 1O0

,c",5l ) h EA, A (,L)ob(l.),C I..' D (L

I1 L A ,1.

S) L-T C:- L

.4 LiT D L)
80 LLT h, L) 'I )L.'.T k -),L L;L

10 c T- I- - • k I - -,w A L

I I U LET bL' .(L.)NFri )
•,7ILO L ZI W -W+ L) *'P(L)) ,( f ".

130 Lr..T I, . +SL,())W(L)L IL)) -,P L)
*140 :4LX1 L.
4' I., Phi NT 3; YnJ k, ihdL( Who C'.I -,,.,I I.

41 160 1NPUT .
-,. .7 J IF r+ 2 6t+,, C 0 ')

1 b O Pit NT, C'iIOCI Y-
44 J b.. i Ir NT : hAW DATA,., t .4I,.lZ .7

184 PiINT PO.,II ON:.. c; ,IVT , .. A

l 166 Phi,T --------- -------- ----- ......

-~7 19ISC Fok L- ; 0 ,
4r. 100 kic.h) L2 -
4 j PnIN. I %,,"L); '

t . F L-., THEN. ,D-

I ' ,CONTINUED)
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RESULTS (COnTIUMED)

:. -- 0 ,.-..T

o,, o-

!)7 30 PnI.T w LI..,iTE .. ;
-S L kr.1 ;T KU-

$1c.Al T 6La. C
, ,45 ,'-l. i c.AI *.)' Ll ,..., ,'i._ ( C..UIIu, hAT" CtJ. . ..I ;,

4A4  T' ,. 7,-. 4
i 364 I n - .;,. .

s." J,4im 9 .001, a.0

:.7 JATA -1 -,I1I
3.9 h .c'" )ATA 1.j FJC :4.0
"+ )A A s )... 05" 77. 0. * , ...-,

71 1 J , TA . .. '.'71 ,1 -.! 1 .L 1
7. .-20 i),Ti 9bb 911, ' J,I311o. IV,
73 91.) J Tn IIg, 11 6* 7 , 4 7 14 ° 7
74 5;r, +. , 0 0 7m 1071 1 .16,, l~ , 7,1 7,, v 0 .1
7'. ")3 DATA -, ' 4,F 3 bi 4" " 1

76 540 DATA , ,I 4. S 3
77 .50 DATA 69;;,7TL, 0; b 56

60 D" 1, -,8,395,,,65 ,3" 4
7t4 76 DA'A A 178,714,L u. *.4L I

b C J ttTA I 1,C)*,b1L, 1;7* '.. ,4 L.
55,1 D 15 . .

1 UO DATb IL NI(1 60 N .2C
I Uau .,ii, 40 , C6 '# ..'L 4 C,Ii D L 09

"-35 1 1 1 L E T of, ) ( , - ., J / 1* . } # ( .'3 )I LO L T 1 141/'(Akh A + I S( . +

17 11.' LET" El:,I + 1 1,, +l Jwn +;* , I( F)

I 10 1 0 L,. T L 1 6:-

51 3i1160 LLT C()-L

I . UO0 bTJ 110
SI .5U tlINT L$,L; /"; ,,.,..L)

1,60 O0TO 130
)6 M 9 £-Ji1)

TI


